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ABSTRACT

Light fragment emission, when triggered by large transverse momentum protons shows
specific fcinematical correlations due to recoil effects of the excited emitting source. Such
effects have been observed in azimuthal anguiar distributions of He-particles produced in
collisions induced by 9* MeV/u 16O ions on Al, Ni 2nd Au targets. A model calculation
assuming a two-stage mechanism (Formation and sequential decay of a hot source) gives a
good description of these whole data. From this successfull confrontation, it is possible to
estimate the size of the emitting system.

1. Introduction

The formation and decay of very excited nuclear sub-systems is of specific interest
in the intermediate energy range of a few ten MeV/u. At low energy, the main process is
the fusion/fission reaction which leads generally to a cold residue nucleus after de-
excitation by evaporation of few panicles.

This is not so at higher beam energies where the collision is governed by
geometrical effects (Ls. the "fireball" phenomenon1). This reacdonnal scenario, which
corresponds to the participant spectator picture is more complicated at intermediate
energies where dissipadve effects may wash out the initial collision geometry.
Nevertheless, if we assume such a participant/spectator mechanism, the final state of the
reaction is at least composed of three nuclear parts, Le. three sources : a projectile-like
one, a target-like one and the hot participant zone which are characterized by different
"sizes" (by "size", we mean the number of constituant nucléons), velocities and
"temperatures".

One method to measure the size of nuclear interacting systems is to perform
particie-particie correlation at low relative momenmm using interferomerry concepts.
This approach leads to the space-time extent of me reaction from a dynamical point of
view^. An other way consists in using momentum balance effects to identify the emitting
source.
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Within the frame of the participant-spectator picture implying tares components.
the first Droblem is to disentangle the various fînai state channels in order to isolate the
stjeçLfic contributioa of the hot source. Such an aim needs to perform exclusive
excerimerus, i.e. to be at least able to identify the major part of the decay products of the
reaction. As we snail see in this paper, it is possible to derive the velocity, "ternperacure"

nressnt case, that trigger was a high transverse momentum proton-3-"1.
The use of Iarse area muiridetectors at GANIL enabled us to detect light panicles

emitted in collisions induced by -̂ O projectiles impinging on Al, Ni and Au targets, for a
beam energy of 94 MeV/ti, over a very large solid angle.

2. Experimental details and data overview

An exhaustive descripdcn of the expérimentai lay-out has been done in previous
papers--^. We recall here the main features of the apparatus (fig. i) : light nuclei (from
Z=I to S) were detected by two larss area muitidetecrors, the "MUR" and "TONNEAU"
installed is the vacuum chasber "NAUTILUS" ar GANIL- They covered a p-oiar angle 9

range "cerween 3° and 150° with fjii azimumai acceptance for the "MUR" (3°<9<30c) ;

wita naif azimumai acceptance (90°<a<270c) for the 'TONNEAU" (3OC<8<L5O°). Both

niuiddetectors were able to srovide 3, à and velocity measurements of the detected
particies.

The triggering high enersy (-IfO MeV) aroccs was detected by a range telescope
seb3t$=ja for 6^=70°, 90° and 120°.



In this paper, we shall derive the source size estimate using only coincident events
between a hish enersy proton and He-particles detected in multi-detectors in the system
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The reaction mechanism is illustrated by fig. 2 presenting an invariant contour plot

of He-particle velocities for such coincident events : the emission of He-particles occurs
from two sources, die first one with S-.36 (Bbeam=-417), the second one with a velocity
close to the center-of-mass one. Using a classical moving source procedure, we found
for the latter a temperature of 2O.±l MeV, and a velocity B=0.18±-0.01. This value
agrees with die calculated one BP=0.19 from the fireball model of ref.1. This suggests a
participant/spectator scenario. However the third (target-like) component is not observed
because of the experimental velocity threshold. A double component contribution is also
visible in the He-particle velocity spectra (fig. 3). We see that the projecrile-like
component disappears for polar angles 0He larger than -20°.

'. Fig. 3 : He panicles velocity spectra
for proton-triggered events. The
histograms represent the model
calculation detailed in ref.4.



The most interesting
characteristics of these data
stands in the azimuthal
distributions of He-particles

displayed in fig. 4-a for 8HS
ranging from 4° to 90°. We
clearly notice that these
distributions peak at o-180°,
i.e. in the opposite direction
of the triggering proton
which carries away at 90° a ~
high transverse momentum of '-=
> 500 MeV/c, and the o- "1

asymmetry varies with 0He • ̂ =
Tnis variation is quantified in ±
table I. The quoted
asymmetries are defined by :

_
a(« Ka) =

F(O=Tt) -T- F(Q=O)
where:
F(o) = A(G J5J -s- B(9He)cos©
is a parametrizadon of the
o-distributions. They are
reported for various target
and t r igger angle
combinations ; diese a(8ne)
values significandy increase
between 4° and 30° for every
system, but they do not seem
to be target dependant. So we
may point out that the whole
He distributions exhibit the
same qualitative features
whatever the targets (Al, Ni
or Au) or trigger angles
(ep=70°, 90° or 120°).

The flatness of the homolog 0
distributions presented in fig.
4-b for inclusive events (Le.
He emission without the
proton trigger request) shows
that this" typical behaviour is
not due to an experimental
bias.

Fig. 4 : He-Panicles azimuihal distributions :
a) for proton-triggered events. The his&grams
represent the model calculation detailed in refr.
b)for inclusive He emission
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TABLE 1 : Asymmevy parameters a(6rie) ofazimuthal He distributions

System (targec/Or,)

i?
Q O

12°5
17°5
23°
29°

Al/70°

.19±.O5

.25±.O3

.31±.O2

.38±.O3

.47±.O3

.4O±.O4

.43±.O6

AL/90°

.16±.O6

.29±.O6

.25±.O4

.26±.O^

.39±.O5

.33±.O6

.30±.12

Ni/70°

.ll±.O3

.22±.O2

.26±.O3

.29±.O3

.38±.O3

.30±.04
20+0-1

Ni/90°

.1O±.O7

.10±.05

.2O±.O4

.26±.O3

.27±.O4

.21±.O6

.19±.O8

Au /70°

.27±.1O

.19±.O7

.25±.O5

.28±.O3

.37±.O4

.13±.O5

.O5i.lO

Au/90°

11-11
.1O±.1O
.29±.O5
.16±.O5
.29+.06
.18±.O4
.O4±.O6

3. Source size estimate from the correlations measurements

From the observed <p behaviour we may assume the following scenario : both

proton and He particle are emitted by a hot participating zone, and the è-angular
correlations reflect recoil effects of the emitting source. Following this picture, the mass
of the source can be kinernatically related to the experimental ©-distributions. The
histograms in Sg. 3 and 4-a arise from a model calculadon assuming a two-step reaction
process : formation and sequential decay of a highly excited zone. We have used the
fireball geometry for the first stage and the sequential Weisskopf theory for the second
one. This calculadon is detailed in ref4. We observe a good agreement with both velocity
and a spectra only for large polar angles. We cannot expect that such an approach could
reproduce the forward contribution, since it only describes the low velocity source
decay. This agreement is obtained without any fitting parameter. The mean number of
parâcipaâng nucléons, Le. the "size" of the zone, which derives from the model is
Ns-30 (13 nucléons from the 1^O projecdle nucleus, 17 from the Al target one). In order
to illustrate the strong dépendance of the (p-distribudon upon the sub-systern "mass",

fig. 5 displays three calculated Q-angie spectra together with the experimental one : the
Ns=30=13-i-17 value appears to be a realistic estimate. From this calculation, we can
aiso derive the mean impact parameter (-2 fm) for the ciass of collisions selected by the
detected trigger energies.
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Fig. 5 : A typical experimental 0-
disrribuiion (points) confronted

- with the calculation for three sets
of nucléon numbers (see text)
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4. Discussion

A question has now to be raised : is the
proposed mechanism of formation and
seauential decay of a hot zone the only possible
one to describe the He-p correiations ? An
alternative explanation could be a simple quasi-
fres knock-on process between an a-particle
from the projectile and a proton from the target:
if so, the observed He emission should reflect
the internal Fermi motion of the initial nuclei.
Experimental evidence for a similar process
have been reported3 at much higher energy
(800 MeV/u) and in the system Ar-J-Au at 60
MeV/u6. Kristiansson and al., who analysed7

particle coincidence data for the systems 12C +
targets at 85 MeV/u suggested a possible direct
scattering contriburion'in the a-a case, but not
in the p-p one. A dynamical calculation of such
a process appears to be very difficult if one
wants to account for a realistic description of
internal He and proton Fermi morion, oE-sheil
quasi-elastic cross sections™ We only attempt ^
to estimate if such a process could contribute =ps

from a purely kineinatical point of view. Fig. 6 15
shows a comparison of the experimental o and
velocity snectra with a crude calculation of a
free a-p scattering, assuming a gaussian-like

Fenni-momentum distribution of the a and
uroton inside their restjective initial nuclei. We
used the prescription of ref3 for a correct
treatment of energy-momentum conservation.
The outgoing proton is ejected at 8p=90°, with
a kinetic energy of 150 MeV as in the
exoerimeat. Since forward Q spectra show (see
table i and Sg. ^a) significant asymmetries which cannot be accounted by sequential

decay of the hot source, we supposed that the 9 f e =4° cross-section is exhausted by this
quasi-elastic contribution. Following this assumption, the calculated distributions at 4°
(5g. 6a,b) aie normalized to the data.We see that such a knock-on a-p mechanism
Qualitatively reoroduces the velocity and ô distributions at 0He = 4 ° ; Duc-a t ^He = 21°5,
k only accounts for the slight high velocity component.

Fig. 6 : Azimuihal (a) and velocity
(b,c) distributions confronted with a
simple knock-on hypothesis
(continuous curves)for Qf{e=4°(a,b)

and % e=2i "5.



4. Conclusion

We have shown that it is possible to derive die number of aucieons__of an excited
reactioa zone from specific angular correlations. These results clearly rest upon the
hypotheses of the model calculation ; however the good agreement with the whole data
in the kinematical zone of the hot source parrkie decay justifies such an approach.
Finaily, the presented analysis can also provide an estimate of the collision impact
parameter.
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